In this paper it is shown how the AdS/CFT correspondence extends to a more general situation in which the first theory is defined on (d + 1)-dimensional manifoldM defined as the filling in of a compact d-dimensional manifold M. The stability of the spectral correspondence mass/conformal-weight under such geometry changes is also proven. 
Introduction
During last year there has been a big effort in understanding AdS/CFT correspondence [3] [4] [5] [6] .
Among others, the question arose of how to obtain the CFT on the boundary of the AdS space for various field theories (see also [8, 9, 13, 14] ). In these papers a method was proposed to demonstrate also a spectral correspondence between the mass spectrum of the theory on the AdS space and the conformal weight spectrum of the CFT on the boundary ∂AdS. This correspondence is of course crucial in establishing the full String/SYM mapping and is at the basis of this realization of the t'Hooft-Susskind holography [1, 2] . A natural interesting question concerns possible generalizations of this mapping for string vacua of the form AdS×Q with Q not a sphere, in order to obtain on the other side CFTs with less supersymmetry [7, 11, 12] .
In this letter we address the problem of proving an analogous statement for geometries which are not AdS, but more general. We will consider the geometry of a spaceM , with dimension d + 1, obtained by filling up a generic compact manifold M, with dimension d;
we will define it with an appropriate metric such that the conformal transformations on M are included as isometries onM . In this construction M plays the role of a boundary compactified space-time.
The general correspondence between the two theories can be expressed as
(in a regularized sense), where S M and SM are the actions of the two related theories on M andM , g andg are the respective metrics, φ andφ represent fields on the manifolds and
a generic composite field of some conformal dimension δ. Notice that, in general, for interacting bulk theories the problem arizes of obtaining sharp conditions on it so that on ∂M = M one is left possibly with a local field theory.
The above program is viable by generalizing the AdS approach [5, 6] . In the next section we will study the case of the massive interacting scalar boson and the free massive spinor to explain the general method. In the rest of the paper the correspondence QFT onM versus CFT on M = ∂M is explained together with the proof of stability of the spectral map.
Given the above situation, one could obtain potentially interesting string or M-theory vacua of the formM × Q and speculate on an extension of the string/SYM correspondence.
The study of the properties of this class of vacua is not performed in this letter.
Let (M, g) be a compact riemannian manifold of dimension d and let (M,g) the riemannian manifoldM = R + × M equipped with the metric
where ds 2 = g ab dx a dx b is the metric on M and ξ is a coordinate on R + .
Notice that each isometry of (M, g) is also an isometry of (M ,g). More interesting is the fact that each dilatation of (M, g), ds 2 → r 2 ds 2 , is also an isometry of (M,g), once ξ → rξ.
In the following we will exploit a technique to discharge to the harmonic analysis on the manifold M all its peculiar geometrical data. This is obtained via transferring all the amplitudes calculations in a Fourier transformed form.
The free massive scalar boson
In this section we analize the free massive scalar boson theory.
Let ∆ and∆ be the scalar Laplacians on M andM respectively. By definition, the
Let now m be the mass of the scalarφ: its equation of motion is
We write its solution as an integral in terms of the would-be boundary value φ 0
The Green function is to be expanded as
where we denoted by {ψ λ } a complete orthonormal set of solutions of ∆ψ λ = λψ λ on M.
Using (2.2) we obtain from (2.3) the following equation for γ(ξ|λ)
which can be shown to be reducible to the modified Bessel equation of order
The solution which is regular at ξ ∼ ∞ and nicely matches at λ ∼ 0 is then
where K ν is the relative modified Bessel function of order ν and c ′ is a normalization.
We can now perform the calculation of the regularized classical action for the field con-
This reduces, using Stoke's theorem, to
and where we used completeness and orthonormality of the armonics {ψ λ }. Extracting the finite part of
we getĨ
where
This is exactly the generating functional for 2-point functions of a CFT for a field of conformal dimension δ =
In the case M = R d ∪ {∞} everything above reduces to the usual AdS calculation and
The interacting massive scalar boson
In this subsection we analyze perturbatively the interacting scalar boson which we denote bỹ Φ. The perturbative analysis will be performed in the classical limit for the cubic potential and we obtain for g(ξ|λ) the equation
The classical action is evaluated as follows
and, using the Stokes theorem and (2.5), we get its finite part
and
Using the same rescalings as for the free scalar boson case, under the conformal trans-
+ν) Ω ν (x, y, z) and therefore Ω ν (x, y, z)
represents a good three point function for a conformal field of dimension δ =
This shows that under the interaction the mass/conformal weight correspondence remains stable also in this larger framework in which the boundary geometry is generic.
Notice that the above results reproduce the interacting scalar boson amplitudes in the 
The free massive spinor
In this subsection we analyze the free spinor field which we denote byψ. We simplify a little possible questions about the harmonic spinor analysis for manifolds with boundary and torsion (see for example [15] for indication of problems).
The action is
which is the usual Dirac action augmented by a boundary term which is the natural covariantization of the analogous term proposed in [8] withṽ(x) = ξ∂ ξ + v a (ξ, x)∂ xa a vector field of this given form and Lṽ = iṽ ·d +d · iṽ the Lie derivative. From this technical point of view, it seems unnecessary to impose any condition on the components v a since they do not appear in the final result. The constant µ is a weigth for the boundary term.
The Dirac operatorD can be written in the form and we write its solution asψ . In fact, under g ab → r 2 g ab , we have q → r −1 q and Again, in the case M = R d ∪ {∞}, our result reduces to the known ones [8] .
Conclusions
As it has been shown above, there is a well defined way to generalize the AdS/CFT correspondence to the more general situation in which the AdS space is replaced by a filling in of a generic compact manifold. This is due to the fact that the procedure of reduction to the boundary is arranged as a short scale phenomenon on the bulk (see also [10] 
